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Present:  Leesa, Peggy, Crystal, Pat, Julie 
 
Agenda: 
 

1. Prospective Portal 
a. Have you met with your CMS? 
b. When will channels be created for the portal? 
c. EMAS Online 
 
UAA and UAF haven’t had a chance to do anything yet with their prospective portals.  EMAS online 
too expensive for an interim prospective student fix that we were looking for.  Discussed Banner 
Enrollment management software.  Come up with list of questions for Patty about the software.  
Maybe have a sit down with Patty to show her what EMAS can do. 
 

2. Web 4 Prospect 
 
Discussed updating validation tables and acknowledgment pages. 
 

 
3. EMAS 

 
a. UA Scholar Bridge Update -- Need to recap where we are.  Discussed UA scholar testing.  

Crystal sent some changes to Melody that have been fixed, so need to go back and do more 
testing.  Crystal will do 2 task requests.  1)  Fix stages for stdimprt text file for UA scholars.  
Currently coming out as 200’s when not really 200 for the specific MAU.  2)  Pull out application 
information for UA scholars and put in VISA field in EMAS.  Looking for MAU information to put 
in to identify where student has applied to. 
 

b. Bridge update    
 

 
4. Patrick Update  

 
5. Other items/updates 

 
a. Test Plan for Banner Upgrades (From Peggy, 06/13/07 email) 

 
Crystal, 
Notes are fine but would you add test plan for Banner upgrades to the 
next meeting. 
Thanks 
Peggy 

 
Coming up with a test plan for recruiting side – web4prospect, bridge files, tape loads.  Will come 
up with list over next 2 weeks, and discuss over the next few meetings.   
 
Julie is EMAS to Ketchikan and Sitka campus.  UAS currently has Housing, Admissions, Student 
Resource Center (advising), business dept with access to EMAS.   
 
Crystal is exploring the use tracking set items for missing items letters/emails through EMAS.   


